Best of the Solari Report: Enforce the Constitution! - December 28th

To

“The glory of justice and the majesty of law are created not just by the Constitution – nor by the courts – nor by the officers of the law – nor by the lawyers – but by the men and women who constitute our society – who are the protectors of the law as they are themselves protected by the law.” ~ Robert Kennedy

From The Site

January 4th
2017 Annual Wrap Up - News Trends & Stories, Part I

January 11th
2017 Annual Wrap Up - News Trends & Stories, Part II
In the last two weeks of each December, we revisit the best Solari Reports of the year.

This revisiting allows new subscribers to discover some of the finest Solari Reports published during this past year. For existing subscribers, it’s a chance to catch up on the Solari Reports that build up to our 2017 Annual Wrap Up which we will publish in January 2018.

This week we explore our theme “Enforce the Constitution!” Throughout 2017 our discussions kept returning to the importance of the legal covenants that we share as the basis of a successful economy and society.

- American Suicide: Proposals for Constitutional Amendments & Convention with Dr. Edwin Vieira, Jr.
- Bush, Cheney & 911 with David Ray Griffin
- The Deep State & Trump Budget Politics, Part I with Richard Dolan
- The Deep State & Trump Budget Politics, Part II with Richard Dolan
- The Corruption and Compromise of the NSA with William E. Binney
- Gun Ownership with Harry Blazer
- The Missing Money with Dr. Mark Skidmore

This included our 2nd Quarter Wrap Up that was dedicated to the topic of enforcing the Constitution. I traveled half way around the world to spend a week with Congresswoman Cynthia McKinney exploring the importance and deep politics around enforcement.

- Enforce the Constitution or You Can Kiss Your Money Goodbye! with Congresswoman
Cynthia McKinney

No Money & Markets this week – it's the last week of the month. If you post or e-mail your questions to Ask Catherine I will cover in the first week of January.

Catherine Austin Fitts

See the blog post here.

---

**Just A Taste! - Best of the Solari Report: Enforce the Constitution!**

Best of the Solari Report: Enforce the Constitution!

---

**2017 Solari Holiday Greetings!**
“We hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men are created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.” ~ US Declaration of Independence

Dear Friends, Clients & Subscribers:

As the holidays approach, we are deeply grateful for your support throughout 2017. What a productive, inspiring year this has been. We are glad the holidays have arrived – merriment, celebration and feasting are in order!

Every Christmas the Solari Report publishes and links to “In Hoc Anno Domini.” Written by Vermont Royster in 1947 for the Wall Street Journal, this essay has been republished in the WSJ every year since. It inspires us to celebrate the divine authority that blesses the rights and freedom of each one of us:

“Paul of Tarsus, too, was sore afraid. He feared that other Caesars, other prophets, might one day persuade men that man was nothing save a servant unto them, that men might yield up their birthright from God for pottage and walk no more in freedom.

Then might it come to pass that darkness would settle again over the lands and there would be a burning of books and men would think only of what they should eat and what they should wear, and would give heed only to new Caesars and to false prophets. Then might it come to pass that men would not look upward to see even a winter’s star in the East, and once more, there would be no light at all in the darkness.
And so Paul, the apostle of the Son of Man, spoke to his brethren, the Galatians, the words he would have us remember afterward in each of the years of his Lord:

“Stand fast therefore in the liberty wherewith Christ has made us free and be not entangled again with the yoke of bondage”

~ Vermont Royster, From “In Hoc Anno Domini”

For our 2017 Christmas donations we are pleased to honor several special individuals for their fearless defense of our freedoms.

More here.

---

**Australian Outback Trip - May 2018**

Solari Trip to Uluru in the Australian Outback in May 2018

Learn more here!

---

**Highlights from Last Week - Best of The Solari Report: The**
2017 Wrap Ups

In the last two weeks of each December, we revisit the very best Solari Reports of the year.

This is an opportunity for new subscribers to discover some of the finest Solari Reports published this year. For existing subscribers, it helps you to make sure you don't miss the materials that we build on for our 2017 Annual Wrap Up which we will publish in January 2018.

This week on The Solari Report, we look back at our Annual and Quarterly Wrap Ups for 2017.

- **January:** 2016 Annual Wrap Up: The Global Harvest & What It Means to Investors
- **April:** 1st Quarter 2017 Wrap Up: The Clash of Civilization: Can a new administration preserve a prosperous economy without more debt, crime and war?
- **July:** 2nd Quarter 2017 Wrap Up: Enforce the Constitution or You Might as Well Kiss Your Money Goodbye!
- **October:** 3rd Quarter 2017 Wrap Up: Control 101: What it is. How it’s used. How you can guard against it.

Talk to you Thursday!

[See it here](#) or [Subscribe](#)

---

**About The Solari Report**

A weekly 1-hour briefing with Catherine Austin Fitts and specialized experts, [The Solari Report](#) helps to navigate you through the shifting political and financial climates while building your wealth.

[Learn more and subscribe here](#).
Nothing in this Solari Update should be taken as individual investment advice. Anyone seeking investment advice for his or her personal financial situation is advised to seek out a qualified advisor or advisors and provide as much information as possible to the advisor in order that such advisor can take into account all relevant circumstances, objectives, and risks before rendering an opinion as to the appropriate investment strategy.
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